Analysis of visual evoked potentials through Wiener filtering applied to a small number of sweeps.
We introduce a method for processing visual evoked potentials, on the basis of a Wiener filter algorithm applied to a small number of consecutive responses. The transfer function of the filter is obtained by taking into account both the average of 99 sweeps (as an estimate of the true signal) and the EEG signal just before the stimulus onset (as an estimate of the noise superimposed on each individual response). The process acts as a sweep-by-sweep filter (in the sense of the mean square error) which considers the possible non-stationarities of the EEG signal during a complete clinical procedure. The average of a small number of consecutive filtered sweeps reveals variations in the morphology of the evoked responses which produce a change in the principal latencies. Applications are foreseen in neurophysiological studies of visual evoked potential responses, and in the clinic, where it is important to evaluate adaptive mechanisms, dynamic changes in single groups of visual evoked potentials and cognitive responses.